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While the response of t1·10-level ator.is to nearly resonant driving fields is in 
orinciple well knovm, experimental studies of suci1 res(Jonses are generally 
lir.iited to statistical systems where signals from atoms in widely different 
states relative to the driving field are observed. We have performed a series 
of experiments in a collimated beam of atomic l74yb (\1hicll constitutes a 
nearly-ideal two-level system), designed to probe the response of a small sam
ple of nearly-identically prepared two-level atoms to resonant excitation. 

Of special interest in our experiment 1,as the study of stationary atom
field states. In the vector model [l], these states correspond to the align
ment of t:1e pseudo-spin vector, t, oarallel or ,lllti-oarallel to the driving 
fi~ld vector ii5 [2]. In t:1ese states, the atori's energy is unchanged by the 
laser field. We noint out that these stationarv states are the dressed states 
familiar from resonance fluorescence theory [3]'. In our experirient, 1·1e gen
erate these states by first exciting ground-state atoris with a resonant ex
citation pulse of area TT/2, and then exoosing the atoms to a field-shifted 
in plr:.sc by 90° (see Fig. l ). 

We observe the atomic resoonse to the excitation field bv monitorino 
fluorescence at right angles· to both the atomic and laser b~ams (see Fie;. 2). 

In the absence of a phase-shift, the atomic fluorescence displays nuta
tions. After the phase-shift, nutations disaopear (see Fig. 3). 

The capability of studying ato1:1s preoared identical lv by a nearly resonant 
excitation field should make it possible to study many basic aspects of the 
atomic response 1,hich l1ave hitherto been taken for granted but gone untested. 
Interesting ne1, effects may also be olJserved. For eY.c1mole, atoms eY.citeci to 
specific dressed states as described above should disolay a novel transient 
mo-peak resonance fluorescence spectrum. Of course, this soectrum should 
eventually evolve back to the usual three-peaked spectrum characteristic of 
steady-state measurements. l1easurements of these effects are underway. 
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Figure Z: Exoerimental Schematic. 
(R.D.L.) ring dye laser, (11011) acousto
ootic modulator for laser amplitude 
gating, (EOM) electro-optic modulator
far µhase control, (P,.\/4) circular 
oolarizer, (OB) ootical baffles. 

figure 3: 174Yb fluorescence (556 ni,i) 

versus ti,se. i) Ho ohase-shift, ii) - x) 
90° ohase-s:1ift aoplied at successively 
l~ter times into the step-function laser 
pulse. The arro,-1s in some traces shm, 
the lccati~n of the phase-shifts. In 
traces (iv} and {viii), the atoms experi
€nce excitation areas of -r/2 .and J;r/2, 
respectivel_v, before the 9•) 0 o:1ase-shift 
is aoplied. Conseouentl_v, they are exci
ted into the stationary (i.e. dressed) 
states shm•:n in Fi~s. lb and le. (Note 
ytigt the f; uorescence l ifetine of the 

1 Yb upper state emoloyed here is about 
375 nsec. ) 
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